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As people joined together on Saturday,
April 27th, 2019 for the final day of Passover
services in the Chabad Synagogue, located
outside San Diego California a horrific
accident struck.
A 19-year-old gunman began shooting the
worshipers.
The shooter, John T Earnest, killed one
woman and injured three others before his
gun jammed.
He fled the synagogue and was chased
by an off-duty Border Patrol officer who had
been hired as a guard.
As the shooter attempted to escape the
officer shot at and struck his vehicle.
The police Chief David Nisleit said the
suspect called in to police to say he was
involved in the shooting and gave hislocation.
The suspect got out of his car without
incident with his hands in the air.
He had an assault rifle on the front seat of
his car. The San Diego police arrested Earnest
and he is being held.
Lori Kaye, 60, of Poway, was at the Chabad
Synagogue that day to say a Kaddish prayer

for her late mother who passed away in early
November.
When Lori heard the shots being fired,
Kaye raced to put herself between the gunman
and the Rabbi Yisroel Goldstein, 57. Rabbi
Goldstein had been leading the Passover
service for the congregation on this last day
of Passover.
Kaye, was killed by the gunman but the
Rabbi suffered injury to both his hand.
Thanks to Lori Kaye's heroic act. Rabbi
Goldstein survived this terrible ordeal.
Despite his injuries Goldstein rose and
rated for unity and peace immediately after.
As hero Lori Kaye lay dying, her husband
a physician tried desperately to administer
CPR.
But after realizing this innocent victim
was his wife, his immediately in shock.
She leaves a 22 year old daughter.
Two other worshipers were injured during
this tragic shooting.
Noya Dahan, age 8, who had recently
immigrated from Isreal and Almong Peretz
age 34 were both struck with bullet fragments
during the attack.
They were transported to Palomar Medical
Center.
Police report that Earnest had written

an anti- Semitic manifesto which he had
published throughout social media website.
He is a student at California State
University in San Marcos.
His father, John Earnest, is listed as an
elder.
John, the son, often came with his family
to worship but was very quiet.
It stated plans to kill Jewish people and
referred to himself as an anti-Semite and a
white supremacist.
He also referred to Adolf Hilter as a role
model and expressed no remorse for his words
or upcoming actions.
The attack and others like it are a sad
reminder that anti- Semitism continues to be
a major issue here in the United States and
around the world.
This attack in outside of San Diego
was much too soon after the attack on
the synagogue in Philadelphia when 11
worshippers were killed.
These sad events remind us that violent
acts against groups still exist.
TMe Jewish community will join together
and pray.
This unity and their faith will help them
get through this tragic event.

Letter from the News Editor

WhenIarrived here at Bryant as an incoming freshman back in September,Idid not thinkIwould find my niche at the school so soon.
Well,Iwas proved to be wrong whenIfound The Archway.Iam not writing to you all to say goodbye becauseIam still here for another three
years, but rather,Iam writing to you all to send you an update. Now,Ihave been conducting interviews for years, and whenIstarted writing
for The Archway, 1 made sure to bring that with me andIhave done many interviews for this newspaper.

Iam humbled by the people who have gone up to me throughout the last two semesters to tell me their thoughts about my interviews
and how tremendous it is thatIam doing this. Well,Iam making sureIcontinue writing up these interviews for the paper throughout the
summer. On The Archway's website, bryantarchway.com, which is a free website where you can view countless articles that our writers have
written,Iwill be posting my interviews on it over the summer until the printed newspaper comes back in the fall. At this time,Ido not quite
know exactly who the interviewees will be that you are all in store for, butIam working hard to ensure that you all willbe able to read some
of the most informing and entertaininginterviews you have read.
It is likely that you will see more than just political interviews; you may also be seeing interviews with various types of people over the
summer.Ican tell you that there will be a game report for an upcoming BostonRed Sox game later this month and some interviews and
reports for a couple of shows coming to the Providence Performing Arts Center this summer. Certainly, there willbe more, and asIwork out
the details, continue to read and enjoy the hard work that other staff andIput into the paper for your viewing pleasure.Ido just want to take
a moment to thank you all for reading these interviews andIappreciate the readership. Be on the lookout for these interviews and enjoy them
throughout the vacation.
Happy reading,
Matthew Carvalho, News Editor
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Department of Public Safety Log
VANDALISM Apr 14,2019-Sunday at 09:41
Location: Westerly House
Summary: DPS received a report of a fire extinguisher being expendedin Westerly
House.
FRAUD Apr 17,2019-Wednesday at 11:15
Location: DPS DISPATCH CENTER
Summary: DPS received a report of a student being the victim of an on-line phishing
email.
MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENT Apr 17,2019-Wednesday at 17:53
Location: UPPER CLASS STUDENT/GENERAL PARKINGD
Summary: DPS received a report of a minor motor vehicle accident with no reported
injuries.
LARCENY Apr 12,2019-Friday at 10:28
Location: Cumberland House
Summary: DPS received a report from Housekeeping reporting two floor mats were

stolen from Cumberland House and Lincoln House.
EMT CALL EMT CALL / MEDICAL SERVICES RENDERED Apr 13,2019-Saturday at
00:55
Location: FIRE ACCESS RD
Summary: DPS received a report of a male student that is intoxicated. EMS was
activated. Patient was transported to Fatima Hospital by Smithfield Rescue.
VANDALISM (SCHOOL BUILDING) Apr 13,2019-Saturday at 09:00
Location: Warren House
Summary: DPS received a report from Housekeeping that ceiling tiles have been
damaged in the hallway of Warren House.
VANDALISM (SCHOOL BUILDING) Apr 13,2019-Saturday at 18:40
Location: Barrington House
Summary: DPS received a report of a broken window on the second floor of Barrington
House.
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Tweets of the week

ever, but does still
dominate the luxury
market for vehicles

"750,000 people in South Carolina and 40 million people
across the country live in poverty. Too often in this
country, people struggling to get by think they're in it
alone. That is a myth — you are not in it alone. And you
deserve a government that works for you."

T
Tcsia (Getty Images)

Logan Scanlon
Contributing Writer
Tesla is a brand that IS
synonymous
with premium
electric cars, however it now has
been taking over the luxury car
market.
Consumers with a $30,00050,000 who were traditionally
buying apetroleum fueled car like
a Lexus IS-Class or a Mercedes
C-Class, are opting to buy the
fully electric Tesla.
Not only do all states offer
nearly a $4,000 income tax credit
that the petroleum vehicles do
not receive.
However you also save another
$2-3,000 a year on the cost of gas.
This alongwith its aggressively
priced models starting at as
low as $29,999 this is why
Tesla is surpassing the luxury
competition.
As of July 2018, the Tesla
model 3 sold 13,500 models
almost tripling the amount of
Lexus Is-class's at only 4,550
models sold.
Despite Tesla's new found
success in the luxury market,
CEO Elon Musk announced
one of its worst quarters ever on
March 31st of this year.
Posting losses of nearly 700
million dollars.
Not only is the company
losing a large number of margins
they are also losing share in the
electric car market as well to
Chinese competitor, BYD.
While Tesla is posting heavy
loses, BYD an electric auto maker
out of Shaanxi, China is posting
a 632% jump in profits from first
quarter last year.
Founded in 2003 simply as an
electronic engine manufacturer,
BYD standing for "Build Your
Dreams".
They transitioned into the
electronic car business nearly a
decade ago with the help of $230
million investment from Wall
Street juggernaut Warren Buffet,
at a 10% stake.
The investment has certainly
paid off, today BYD continues to
build electronic engines but has
involved into the largest electric
vehicle manufacturer in the
entire world.

With the bulk of their vehicles
manufactured and sold in China
they do not face the same issues of
securing manufacturing plants,
that Tesla has in America.
In addition to a strong
competitor Tesla continues to
have
manufacturing
issues,
specifically in regard to meeting
demand.
Tesla
has
always
been
successful in creating demand
but from their very first prototype
they have had issues facilitating
that demand.
In November of 2009, just a
year after Musk took over as CEO
the company was down to its last
$9 million and was in jeopardy of
not being able to fulfill thousands
of orders to customers who
already paid an excess of $100,000
up front per vehicle.
They were able to get
convertible debt to stay afloat.
Musk then showed us that
he can gain confidence from
investors as well as consumers.
Nearly a year later MercedesBenz manufacturer Daimler
AG acquired 10% of Tesla at $50
million giving them the money
they needed to survive the great
recession.
This didn't stop Musk from
securing another $50 investment
from Toyota largest automobile
manufacturer in the world just a
year later in 2010.
Tesla is a great example of a
company that appears to be doing
well on the outside but looking
in, the tremendously losses and
meteoric rise in competitor's
profits tell a different.
Musk is no stranger to tough
times with most of his tenure at
Tesla has been a rollercoaster of
extreme highs and extreme lows.
That being said. Musk has
always been able to raise capital
in times of crisis.
However, in 2013 Musk seeing
no other option orchestrated a 6
billion buyout from Google but
backed out after profits began to
pick up inMay.
In conclusion, with the
company in current financial
disarray if they cannot find
a
way to facilitate demand another
buyout may come in the near
future.

-Bernie Sanders, 5/1/19 (@BernieSanders)
"Happy #CollegeSigningDay, everybody! I'm proud of
every student out there who's taking the next step in their
education. It's the best thing you can do for yourself and
your future."
-Barack Obama, 5/1/19 (@BarackObama)
"Seeking asylum is a human right. We shouldn't charge fees
to people who are fleeing persecution and violence.
"Give me your tired, your poor, your huddled masses
yearning to breathe free, but first give us $50?" No."
-Hillary Chnton, 5/1/19 (@HillaryClinton)
"BREAKING: House Judiciary Committee just passed my
#EqualityAct to ensure full #LGBTQ equality under the law
in all 50 states!"
-David Cicilline, 5/1/19 (@davidcicilline)

"The Department of Justice doesn't refer to fully justified &
court-authorized investigations as "spying." ButIcan think
of someone who does: @realDonaldTrump."
-Sheldon Whitehouse, 5/1/19 (SenWhitehouse)
"'Nine times the size of the sun'. Before you start your daily
routine inside this little game we play, really try to process
that bit of information. There are beautiful mysteries full
of power and impermanence happening all the time, all
around us. It's overwhelmingly liberating"
-Chris Evans, 5/1/19 (@ChrisEvans)
"Climate change is one of the most pressing issues our
nation faces, and states are taking the lead. Welcome @
GovernorTomWolf to the U.S. Climate Alliance!"
-Gina Raimondo, 4/30/19 (@GovRaimondo)
1
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Fast News of the Week
- People that work in Mexico now have the right
to labor unions
- The President of Mexico announced the
construction of a new airport that will be in
Mexico City
- The United States of America and the People's
Republic of China have made their opinion
clear with who they each support for Taiwan's
presidential election which takes place in nine
months
- The United Kingdom has appointed a new
ambassador to Ukraine
- British Prime Minister Theresa May has fired
her Defense Secretary Gavin Williamson
- The Italian cabinet approves of the central
bank nominations
- Portugal does have plans to introduce
bicycling to its nationwide school curriculum
for all children to learn

Providence invited
to Wllbury Theater
Erica Treese
Contributing Writer
The Wilbury Theatre Group is proud
to present our annual fundraising event,
FUN(d) HOME: The 2019 Wilbury Group
Gala. This one-of-a-kind fundraising
event is taking place on Saturday, May
4th, 2019 in our Olneyville performance
space at 40 Sonoma CT, Providence, RI
02909. Since 2010 The Wilbury Theatre
Group has been committed to the pursuit
of creative excellence and the highest level
of artistic expression, welcoming multiple
modes of performance and collaboration
with a diverse group of ground-breaking
artists, and providing a platform for
diverse voices and perspectives, with
performances that tackle a wide range
of contemporary themes and incubate
new ideas through clear storytelling and
artistic innovation.
And now we are inviting you to join us
at our annual fundraising gala!, The event
begins at 6:00pmwith an exclusive sponsor
and VIP cocktail reception. Ushered into
the theater by members of the Rhode
Island Ukulele Armada, VIP guests will
enjoy performances from Wilbury artists,
and a sneak peek at The Wilbury Group s
upcoming production of FunHome while
enjoying drinks at an open bar, alluring
eats from Fire Works Catering, and a
complimentary raw bar. During the VIP
reception, the inaugural Arthur Richter
Spirit of Giving Award will be presented
to Arthur Richter in recognition for his

unparalleled support for the performing
arts in Rhode Island over the years.
For
main
event
beginning
at 7:30pm, The Nick Sanfilippo Trio starts
the party by with their live funk and
hip-hop stylings before turning the mic
over to Providence DJ duo and local
legends Micah
Jackson (a.k.a
Micah
Salkind and Jackson Morley) for their PB
8f Jams mashup of soul, house, and allaround
awesomeness. Guests
enjoy
delicious hors d'oeuvres and a cash
bar, while desserts by local purveyors
sweeten the deal. At 9:30pm, we present
the 5th annual Kerry Gallery Award for
Outstanding Commitment to the Arts to
local film
and theater actor Richard
Donellyin recognition of his lifelong
commitment to the arts.
The Wilbury Group enriches the
Rhode Island theater community with
the highest quality professional theatre
that simultaneously engages, inspires
and provokes thought among audiences
throughout New England. FUN(d)
HOME A Wilbury Gala is a sneak peek
into the renderings and collaborations of
The Wilbury Theatre Group and what it
brings to thelocal Providence community.
General admission tickets are $45
per person; student tickets are $20
per person; VIP tickets are $85 per
person. Spots are limited for the 6pm
VIP reception and are complimentary
for sponsors. Tickets and sponsorship
opportunities are available at https://
www.thewilburygroup.org/fund-homegala.html
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SIE China boasts
a well-programed
student experience
Meghan Sengstacken
Contributing Writer
SIE China was an amazing experience
and am so thankful that I was given the
opportunity to travel to China with twentytwo bright, caring, and adventurous
individuals from Bryant. This trip really
opened my eyes to how different Chinese
culture is compared to America and the
way we go about our daily lives. I'm glad
that I was able to come on this trip when
looking back on the experience because
we were able to travel to so many different
and unique cities. Overall,I am so happy
thatI stepped out of my comfort zone and
participated in this program.
Beijing was our first stop on our twoweek long trip to China and was one of
my favorite locations. From seeing the
Forbidden City to climbing the Great Wall,
every second of Beijing was memorable
and breath taking. We started our trip by
visiting the Forbidden City and hearing a
site presentation from one of the groups.
My favorite part of the Forbidden City
was the end part where the large garden
was located. At that point,Ihad only seen
pictures so Iwas shocked when I saw it in
person. That's when it hit me that we were
really in China. For a while it was surreal
and didn't feel like we were actually in
China. Prior to this we visited the Lenovo
company which was really cool. We saw
a 3D liver and were introduced to some
new artificial intelligence devices as well
as the new laptop they were releasing. We
attended an acrobatic show and were able
to try a traditional duck dinner which was
interesting, but good. We also climbed the
Great Wall and some students even made
it all the way to the 7th tower! Lastly, we
visited the Olympic village and got to see
the building where Michael Phelps won
his 8 gold metals during the 2008 Olympic
Games. Sadly, we had to leave our local tour
guide Glenn, but it was onto Zhuhai.
Zhuhai was our second stop and was my
favorite part of the trip, location wise. We
finally were able to meet the students who
hadbeen assignedto ourgroups fromBryant
Zhuhai. Ava, one of my students, andIhad
been in contact for a couple weeks prior to
us going on the trip, so when we first met
each other it's like we already had known
each other for forever. Spending time with
them made me realize how different their
college experience is compared trfburs. We
were able to try traditional Chinese dishes
when we went out to eat with them which
was interesting for sure.Itried chicken feet,
cow stomach, and pidgin! The students also
showed us around the city and took us to
hot pot which was probably my favorite
meal of the entire trip. We all attended the
Bowers and Wilkins company visit and got
to experience premium speaker's surround
sounds and go on a factory tour to learn
more about the assembly process. Zhuhai
was one of my favorite places not only
because of location, but because I made
friends with a group of people who are now
like family to me.
I think the activities in our third
city Yangshuo were the most fun and
incorporated a lot of team building
skills, especially rock climbing. While in
Yangshuo, we had the change to go rock
climbing, take a cooking class, go cave
exploring, and paint our own authentic
Chinese fans. It was interesting to see how
they were made from start to finish, as well
as how to decorate them and how creative
you can get with the designs. After cave
exploring, which was quite the adventure.

our local tour agency Insight Adventures
threw a birthday party for Kathleen and
one of their employees, Paul. We got to
learn about their business and why it's so
special and unique. Yangshuo was a very
beautiful place with mountains, cobble
stone streets, and locals all around. One
specific thingIremember doing was buying
local fruit from a local vender. The woman
was so kind and helpful even though there
was a language barrier. I was sad to leave
Yangshuo and wish we could have stayed
a little longer, but it was time to head to
Shanghai, our last and final destination on
our SIE China trip.
Shanghai reminded me of a muchlarger
and busier New York City. The buildings
were huge and there was a lot of traffic no
matter what time of day it was. We visited
the Yu Garden which was beautiful. Prior
to that, we saw the Bund, went on a night
river cruise and got the perfect view of
Shanghai at night, and was able to shop at
the Old Town and get lunch on our own.
It surprised me throughout the entire trip
that people would just take pictures of our
group. Students actually came up, taught us
some Chinese, and asked to take a group
photo withus whichIthought was adorable.
Later on, we visited a temple and got to see
how sacred Buddha was to the Chinese
culture. We also had our exploration day
while in Shanghai. Each of our groups got
to plan a day in Shanghai by ourselves to
explore the city.
It may not seem like a lot in writing,
but this trip was no vacation. We needed to
be in shape and ready to conquer the tasks
that were put before us. Not only did this
trip provide funexcursions for us to do, but
we were learning the entire time we were
there. For example,Iknew Buddha is much
respected in China, butIgot to embrace it
when wewent to the Templein Shanghai. We
weren't allowed to take pictures of Buddha
since that was viewed as disrespecting him.
The Temple took my breath away. It was so
peaceful and quiet, but also was beautiful
and had interesting artifacts and statues
which intrigued me. I also noticed by the
end of the trip that the Chinese culture is
very work focused.Iobserved that children
grow up a little faster here since they are
given so much more responsibility at a
young age than we received in the United
States. The pressure is on for them from the
time they start school to the time they get a
job. Their work ethic is go, go, go. As seen at
Bowers 8c Wilkins Company, workers were
constantly working and only took a few
breaks throughout the day. Workers there
have the habit of finishing their work of the
day before they go home.
My perspective and outlook on the
Chinese culture and way of life has
completely alteredand this triphas educated
me so much. Prior to coming on the trip,I
was a bit nervous thatIwasn't going to like
the culture or thatIwasn't going to be able
to adjust to my surroundings and the way of
life in China. To my surpriseI was proven
incorrect and adjusted to the culture
change just fine. I enjoyed China so much
thatIwould like to apply to be a mentor for
the Zhuhai students in the summer time
before the start of the school year. My trip
to China made me change howIlook at life
such as problem solving, work ethic, and
connections. I am so grateful to have had
this opportunity and nowIcan use whatI
have learned to impact my everyday life and
the individuals around me too.
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Apple: a monopsony and
monopoly of screen control
Jeffrey Russell
Contributing Writer
Apple has monopolized the mobile technology industry since the first iPhone came
about in 2007. The structure of their business allows their company to be considered the
one buyer that can control the entire market. To further explain, Apple has access to
the latest technology before competitors have even matched their older models, utilizing
their longstanding relationships with the most skilled providers of the parts to knock
down the rate of production. With that said, the control Apple dictates can render
controversially particularly in the media.
In the New York Times this past Saturday, Apple received criticism of their control,
yielding the headline Apple Cracks Down on Apps That Fight Apple iPhone Addiction.
Various apps all share similar experiences with their timeline, success, and downfall, as
screen monitoring, iPhone usage, control and tracking apps.
In the last year, reports done by The New York Times analysis and Sensor Tower, an
app-data firm, can justify these applications complaints, explaining that Apple has fully
eliminated or at least confined 11 of the 17 most downloaded screen-time and parentalcontrol apps, (The New York Times). Up to 80% of revenue for select applications has
been forfeited due to Apple s jurisdiction. The companies have found themselves at the
stronghold of Apple, both competing with its own screen-time evaluation app while
depending it for success and leverage. The underlying question regarding Apple's will
against these apps, is whether they would truly promote the success of a company that
stands against the overuse of their very own business.
Apple has been on the defense after allegations against them, as the article, explains,
"'We treat all apps the same, including those that compete with our own services,' said
Tammy Levine,an Apple spokeswoman.'Our incentive is to have a vibrant app ecosystem
that provides consumers access to as many quality apps as possible.' She said Apple
removed or required changes to the apps because they could gain too much information
from users' devices. She added that the timing of Apple's moves was not related to its
debut of similar tools," (TheNew York Times). Refuting an antitrust complaint in Russia
from Kaspereky Lab) and a iSimilar claim from Europe. Apple is in a tough spot while
fighting for their preservation of face but still having the questionable domination and
manipulation of apps success through their own platform. Not only that, but Apple is
receiving criticism about their own screen-time app, being condemned by users of its
inefficiency, lack of digital threat management and parental control, and less restriction
capability. Suren Ramasubbu, the head of Mobicip, a parental-control app, drives the
point home by giving a specific case in handlings with Apple. Apple reached out to
Mobicip explaining the app no longer met guidelines required by the App store, and
it would be deleted in 30 days without the alteration of these changes. Throughout the
course of a month, Ramasubbu inquired several times to gain further detail about the
revisions requested, even submitting the app for review.
A generic message from Apple simply stating the guidelines were still not met left
Ramasubbu in the dark days before the looming deadline approached. Suren made his

final attempt at satisfying Apple's demands by emailing the following, "'Any general
direction, clue or specific guidance will be deeply appreciated. We have been one of
the pioneers among parental control apps on the App Store over 10 long years and have
always been playing by the rules,' he wrote. 'Please point us in the right direction and
we can take it from there,'" (The New York Times). Hours later, an automated response
ends Suren Rammasabbu's lucrative business with just one sentence, "Your app has an
unresolved issue and has been removed from the App Store." (The New York Times).
Apple is definitely not going anywhere despite these claims, but their bluff is being called
while businesses are left in ruins at their expense. It will be interesting to see how they
continue to defend their empire andpotentially change the App Store regulations tokeep
their name clean.
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An interesting grapliic depicting Apple as a monopoly (BoingBoing)

Interested in business? Like to write? Send in a business article and
get published! Send articles to archway@bryant.edu
OR

Take it a step further!
Apply to become a member of the Archway Staff!
Share your ideas in brainstorming sessions with the team.
Gain experience using Adobe InDesign.
Publish articles to grow your portfolio.
Work to get the word out.
Contact archway@bryant.edu for application information
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A "Thank You'' from the Business Section Editor

Christopher Polis
I started this position being sure of two things:
''I'm interested in business and I'm interested in writing."
i

What I wasn't so sure of was:
"How will I get others interested in what I may write about
business?"
sK

What I eventually came to realize:
"They already are interested, after all it is a business school."
Any article could get a few thousand views, but who read it
matters far more than how many read it.
"Quality over quantity."
I can not describe how rewarding it was to have peers,
professors, and professionals see my work.
The positive feedback and constructive criticism is what
truly kept me involved.
There is a lot of debate of what lies ahead for the future of
newspapers in terms of extinction.
Clearly, the digital world today has enabled us to receive
and send news instantaneously.
However, what shall never die is the curiosity within our
human nature to learn, share, and seek truth.
As students of Bryant University and the world that
surrounds it - stay interested, remain informed.
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The impending NBA change Jay Bilas
calls 'a slow drip of chaos' for basketball
Rick Bonnell
MCT Campus

"A slow drip of chaos." That's what ESPN basketball
analyst Jay Bilas expects once the NBA returns to a system
where U.S. high schoolplayers can enter the draft,rather than
wait for another year to pass That change seems inevitable,
and could happen as soon as the 2021 draft, if the league and
the players association work out details.
Charlottean Bilas has a rare vantage point to all this, as a
longtime college basketball analyst and also part of ESPN's
annual NBA draft coverage.
Bilas favors the NBA returning to the rules as they were
before 2005,when futurestars such as KobeBryant andKevin
Gamett turned pro out of high school, because he endorses
options. But Bilas knows there will be "casualties" — players
turning pro too soon, based on bad information — and he
thinks so-called"one-and-done" collegeplayers havebecome
a convenient scapegoat for the NCAA'sproblems.
"The casualties will be real, but the policymakers
aren't really going to care because their money is going to
be protected," Bilas said, referring to pressure on college
basketball and football to additionally compensate players.
"Football coaches making $10 million a year, and we're
still calling this amateur?
"There is something in this that smacks of the NCAA
being able to blame all its problems on one-and-dones; that
once we get these 30 one-and-doners out of the game, we
don't have to worry about all of these money issues and the
(corruption cases) in the federal courts.I think that's a red
herring. A lie, really."
The timing of this change will be key because NBA
front offices and college coaches will need warning to adjust
how they fill their rosters. But the momentum is there
NBA commissioner Adam Silver endorsed the change last
summer, and theNCAA has done so as well.
Bilas discussed the ramifications on the NBA, college
basketball and the players who will be in position to make
these choices with Observer NBA writer Rick Bonnell on
Tuesday:
HOW DIFFERENT WILL THIS BE FOR NBA FRONT
OFFICES INDRAFT PREPARATION?
"Quite a bit because they are going to change their
rules again, and they're going to have to do it in advance so
everybody is prepared for 2021 or '22," Bilas said. "Where
is the NBA going to be allowed? Can they go to high school
gyms (for games)? Are they allowed in daily practices? Can
they only go to certain (age group) events?
"At all these summer events, pro scouts vnll be there.
You'll have an NBA scout at a hi^ school game watching
(the next) Zion Wilhamson, and the lOth-best player (in that
game) is gonna think 'They'rehere watching me.'"
Bilas said high school seniors being draft-eligible again
will put more emphasis on developing young prospects, but
the NBA is already better equipped to do that via G-League
affiliates. Each of the 30 NBA franchises now has direct
control of a G-League team.
The development of young Hornets Dwayne Bacon and
Devonte Graham with the Greensboro Swarm last season
demonstrates how much better coordinated the system now
is.
HOW DIFFERENT WILL THIS BE FOR COLLEGE
BASKETBALL?
Different, but not as different as some might predict. Bilas
doesn't see every player good enough to be drafted skipping
college, because there is still an argument for college over a
season spent mostly in the G-League.
"Until the money and exposure (for developmental
players) are rampedup, collegeis stillgoing tobe a very viable
opportunity. For a lot of players, you're probably better off
going to college for a year," Bilas said.
"In college, you're flying around on private planes,
eating really well, being developed. (Top college programs)
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A new potential rule change in the NBA would've allowed Duke superstar freshman Zion Williamson
(pictured) to skip college entirely and play in the NBA straight out of high school (The Charlotte Observer)
are pouring resources into it. Would you rather go to the
G-League to pocket a couple of bucks and you're living in
Sioux Falls, S.D.? Why not play in college ball for a year?"
Bilas said college coaches will have more complicated
decisions whether to recruit a player goodenough to consider
the NBA out of high school. But ultimately, Bilas said, this
won't change who is elite among collegebasketball programs.
"The best available kids will still go to the same schools
— the No. 1 prospect will still be choosing between Duke,
Kentucky and North Carolina," Bilas said.
Bilas finds it laughable that some argue college basketball
is better off without the so-called "one-and-dones."
"It's undeniable that (Duke freshman) Zion Williamson
made all our (television) ratings shoot through the roof,"
Bilas said. "So are we going to deny that Zion Williamson
was good for college basketball? Or players likehim?"
Also, Bilas notes that making high school seniors drafteligible won't end"one-and-dones." Rather,it means different

players will turn pro following their freshman seasons in
college.
HOW DIFFERENT WILL IT BEFOR PLAYERS?
To Bilas, this change vnll amplify a trend already in
progress: kids speeding up their high school graduations in
order to reclassify when they are coUege-ehgible.
If you're identified as an elite prospect as a high school
freshman or sophomore, then why not spend what would
be your last season of high school eligibility playing at a top
college program?
"The calculus is, 'Why should I stay in high school and
play against abunch ofguys not anywhere good asme? What
amIgetting out of that whenIcan go to college and get better
facilities, better training, better food and really work on
things so I'm far better prepared to go to the NBA in another
year,' Bilas said.
"We're seeing way more of that, and we're going to see yet
more of it."
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NFL off-season recap: The Cleveland Browns
Brendan DiMartine
Contributing Writer
Inallof the yearsIhave followedtheNFL
I have never experienced such a dramatic
offseason as this one. This free agency
has been wild to say the least; filled with
franchise tag drama, league shifting trades
and max contract signings. Let's take a
look at who came out on top this offseason.
To say that the Cleveland Browns are now a
viable Super Bowlcontender is hard enough
to swallow. However, John Dorsey and the
Browns have spearheaded an accelerated
roster rebuild that has transformed the
once doomed Browns organization into
a promising playoff contender filled with
talent at various positions. Take a peek
below at the differences in the Browns
roster just after 2 seasons.
The Browns on April 1, 2017: QB: Cody
Kessler, Brock Osweiler, Kevin Hogan RB:
Isaiah Crowell, Duke Johnson WR: Corey
Coleman, Kenny Britt, Rashard Higgins,
Louis Ricardo TE; Gary Barnidge, Randall
Telfer.
The Browns TODAY: QB: Baker
Mayfield RB: Nick Chubb, Kareem Hunt,
Duke Johnson WR: Odell Beckham Jr.,
Jarvis Landry, Antonio Callaway, Rashard
Higgins TE: David Njoku, Demetrius
Harris.
Stealing Beckham from the hands of

The Browns look a lot different than 2 years ago, when they went 0-16. Now
with superstar wide receiver Odell Beckham Jr. (left) and reigning Rookie of the
Year Baker IMayfield (right) they're looking to become members of the league's
elite teams (Cavaliers Nation)
New York was the icing on the cake for
the Browns. When I say stealing, I truly
meanSt even a computer would reject this
trade. Just take a look at the trade details
below; Giants trade Odell Beckham Jr. to
the Cleveland Browns for a first and third
round picks and safety Jabrill Peppers.
Although, Peppers is a promising star
this trade is laughable. Imean something
inexplicable must have happened in the
thirteen days after OBJ was paid a $20

million signing bonus. It simply does not
add up,but regardless the Browns acquired
one of the league's best athletes at any
position for a respectable $15.4 million per
season. Which is less than what is owed
to Sammy Watkins, who is nowhere near
the caliber of a wide receiver as Beckham.
Nonetheless, I am ecstatic to see what the
Browns have in store for this upcoming
season.
I cannot put into words how happy I

am that the Jacksonville Jaguars finally
released Blake Bortles this offseason.
I mean come on, it has taken nearly 5
seasons of inconsistent performance and
compiling a record of 24-49 to realize that
he is not the man for the job. Nonetheless,
the decision to release Bortles and sign
former Super Bowl LII MVP Nick Poles
is the best move the Jags have made since
drafting Leonard Fournette two years
ago. With Poles under center, the Jaguars
now have a viable opportunity to put their
vastly talented roster in use.
Last but surely not least we have the
Leveon Bell predicament, now this issue
has been circulating the NFL since last
offseason. As the Steelers andBell could not
come to a comparable solution, therefore
Bell decided to take his talents north to the
Meadowlands. First and foremost,Ibelieve
this decision was the right one for Bell,
regardless of the money lost and possible
hinderance to hisreputation.Itruly believe
Bell desired and needed a fresh start, the
antics and politics deriving from the likes
of Antonio Brown, Ben Roethlisberger,
Juju Smith-Schuster and the GM office
definitely did not aid in retaining Bell as a
Steeler. Regardless, Bell made the decision
that he deemed best for him and his future
and for thatI cannot argue otherwise. My
only wish is that Bell is the answer the Jets
have been waning for and that he canbring
us to the promise land - Super Bowl LIV.

Bryant Men's Lacrosse season in one word: Resilience
Christina Pearl
Contributing Writer

3-11. For a sports team this record does not seem ideal,
but being on a team means much more than the record
that the season ends with. For the Bryant men's lacrosse
team this year, they had to overcome a large amount of
struggles during the season. Although their record may
not show it, the season went well considering everything
that they faced.
The team had multiple starters who were injured
throughout the season: 3 out of 6 attackmen had season
ending injuries, 2 out of 3 starting defensemen had season
ending injuries, 1 long stick midfielder had a season
ending injury, and their starting goalie also had a season
ending injury.Even with all of that, the team was resilient
and worked together as one to prove that they play for the
team and not for themselves.
That being said, there are things that the team could
work on to improve the future of the team and for seasons
ahead. Iinterviewed a player to receive insight and get
a closer point of view on being on the lacrosse team. I
asked the player what the team could have done better
this season and he answered that they could have "played
collectively as a whole" and that they "failed to both have
offense and defense play well at the same time".
The one game where they didplay collectively was their
game against Providence College which they won 11-8
proving that when the play as a whole, they achieve much
more. Sports teams are all about working together and
being accountable for yourself and for the success of your
team. After the tough season that they just had,Ialso asked
what the team expects for next year. The player stated that
once all of the starters and injured areback from surgeries
and recovery periods, that "the team morale willbe higher
and the team as a whole will work better together".
Losing so many people due to injuries takes a toll on

Bryant's tumultuous season came to an end on April 23rd, as they lost 17-7 in the season finale (DSPics.com)
the team andmesses with the dynamic on the field because teams are held to a very high standard both on and off the
people become so adapt to the things they are used to and field. Student athletes are also set to a very strict schedule
when things are changed so drastically, it throws everyone for classes, practice times, game times, and are held
off. The player I interviewed also stated that their new accountable by the NCAA, their coaches, and even their
rising freshman class has a lot of skill and talent and that teammates.
After the tough season that thelacrosse teamhad faced,
"getting fresh new athletes on the field will help the team
they have a lot to look forward to for next season. Because
grow".
As a sports player, you have a totally different schedule their resilience and team work, they have an advantage for
and life at college which is whyIdecided to ask if being an next year because of the bond that they created. They will
athlete makes you more accountable. The player answered also have a full class of freshman that will be joining the
that yes being an athlete makes you have to be more team and all of their injured players will also be getting
accountable. Athletes are often the faces of the school back on the field. All in all, the Bryant men's lacrosse team
and when people get in trouble, it will become publicized has a lot to work on, but has a lot going for them for the
and becomes a bad rep for the school. Students on sports future.
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The Long Journey of Hope: students resolve to
feel comfortable, accepted, and safe at Bryant
Elana Williams-Leonard
Copy Editor

At Bryant University, we are currently
in desperate need of acknowledgement,
accountability, understanding, andchange.
Two very public incidents involving the
use of racial epithets by Bryant University
students have led to extreme division and
tension on campus. As a community, we
are collectively trying to recover from
this and are actively searching for ways to
restore the sense of community that has
since been nearly eradicated.
On Sunday, February 3rd, Bryant
University student Quinton Law was
verbally attacked by a fellow student.
According to a testimony by Law that
was posted in the Providence Journal, the
student shouted, "I fhate these n—
—Quinton, who is an African American
student-athlete on campus and the founder
of the Bryant Democrats, was taken aback
by the student's language. He tried to
reason with the student, but his plea to
help her understand the pain her words
had evoked was met with the declaration,
"I do not care ifIsound racist."
Subsequently,
Quinton
took
to
Facebook where he made a public post
about the incident. It was beautifully
written and educational, as it encouraged
the student to learn about the history of the
word. He also promoted events on campus
available by organizations such as the
Multicultural Student Union (MSU) and
the International Student Organization
(ISO) that could benefit her in broadening
her perspectives. His post ended with,
"love beats hate 100% of the time."
When the administration got word
about Quinton's post, which had generated
hundreds of likes and comments of
support, he was immediately told to take
the post down. Instead of focusing on the
feelings of Quinton, a student who had
just been verbally attacked by divisive and
offensive language, the focus was placed
on the other student involved and the
acknowledgement of her feelings, as it was
noted that she felt "unsafe."
Furthermore, faculty and staff were
not notified about the incident right
away, as they had to find out about what
had happened through an article in the
Providence Journal.
The handling of the incident led to a
collective feeling of uneasiness on campus.

as many students felt that their voices did
not matter. Words can have lasting effects
on a person's psyche overtime, especially
in this specific incident where the racial
slur uttered is a word that has historically
been used to economically, physically,
and mentally dehumanize an entire race
of people. Without that acknowledgement
from the administration, students began
to feel as though they, too, were being
silenced.
Thereafter, the incident became a
pivotal moment for Bryant University as
it sparked the beginning of a long-awaited
convessation. After extreme backlash from
a vast majority of the Bryant community,
president Machtley made a statement
via email on February 22nd, wherein he
acknowledged the imperfections within
the administration and concluded that
they would do better moving forward.
He stated, "The entire university
community must have confidence in the
administration when situations occur like
they did on February 3rd and Irecognize
we could have done better. To the students,
faculty, staff and alumni of Bryant
University,I can promise you we will do
better. On behalf of Bryant University, I
publicly apologize to our students,Quinton
Law '19, and anyone in our community
who feels they have not been encouraged
and supported in the expression of their
views and thoughts." He then outlined a
series of steps that the university would
actively pursue in order to live up to these
words.
On March 6th, 2019, that healing
process began with a special community
forum held in the Chase Athletic Center to
discuss bias and language with speaker and
educator. Dr. Eddie Moore Jr. Dr. Moore
delved into the historical implications
behind the n-word and its usage. This
forum was important for Bryant because,
as president Machtley expressed, "as
an institution of higher education, it is
important that we take events like that
recently reported as an opportunity to
reflect onhow we canmake our community
an even better place."
Our hopes declined again when another
incident occurred on April 7th, furthering
the divide on campus. In the early hours
of that day, a physical assault took place,
resulting in the admittance of students
to a local hospital and the expulsion of
others. It was said by students involved and
eyewitnesses to have been the result of the

use of racially charged language by Bryant
University students. That has not yet been
confirmed and is still under investigation.
In an article by Christopher Groneng,
the Editor and Chief of the Archway
Newspaper, he flawlessly
described what
many were feeling by stating,"any instance
of hate speech is morally obtuse, an
intrusion on another's social humanity,
and has no place in defining the culture of
an institution such as Bryant. And violence
is not only illegal,but it is also an intrusion
on another's physical humanity and has
no place in the adjudication of conflict,
regardless of that conflict's nature. Hate
speech is not a justification for violence;
they go hand-in-hand in continually
fueling tensions between those who should
interact with nothing but compassion,
empathy, and respect."
On April 22nd, Machtley stated that
the campus had become "divided and
distrustful" which is a sentiment we can all
attest to. He expressed, "I understand that
the events of last week have caused some
students to feel troubled, anxious, and/or
even unsafe;Isee it in their faces asIwalk
around campus."
On April 24th, another community
building forum took place that built upon
the conversation Dr. Moore had initiated
back in February. Titled "Confronting
Ourselves:
Building
for
Inclusive
Excellence in the Bryant Community,"
visionary speaker and thought leader Dr.
Derek Greenfield walked us through a
mind-opening and emotionally engaging
discussion about the importance of
inclusivity. He reiterated that diversity is
about difference, but inclusion is when you
actually celebrate, embrace, and accept
difference. The impact was powerful and
was, according to Machtley "an important
step in continuing to develop a community
at Bryant that is inclusive, welcoming,
and that meets the needs of all of our
students. However, it was only one step
among several in our efforts to make our
community even stronger as we aspire to
create a model for the country on how to
become an inclusive community."
Machtley also attested that, "Those who
participated in the sessions realized that
inclusiveness is more than just the passive
acceptance of diversity: rather, it involves
a purposeful and consistent effort to reach
out to all within our community to express
acceptance, support, and the desire to be

of assistance. It is more than just learning
how to live together with differences."
I conducted a series of nine interviews
with Bryant University students to
gauge how students are feeling, how they
believe these incidents have affected the
community, and what the university
can do moving forward to ensure that
every student, regardless of race, gender,
class, sexuality, religion, age, etc., feels
comfortable, accepted and safe. I hope
that the publication of these interviews
will initiate constructive discourse which
can ukimately lead to tangible change on
Bryant University's campus. This is a place
that we all consider to be our second home,
so let's make it feel that way again. The
interview questions are as follows:
1) Do you feel that incidents like the
last two are isolated or have they always
existed?
2) How do you feel as a student of color
at Bryant in the midst of what many
are describing to be the existence of
extreme racial tensions on campus?
3) Do you feel comfortable here? Do you
feel acceptedby the Bryant community?
4) On the website, the Bryant
University Diversity mission statement
states, "We're proud of our open and
welcoming campus, a place enriched
by the unique life experiences everyone
brings to our community. At Bryant,
you'll find
many opportunities to
express yourself as well explore new
ideas and perspectives. Inclusivity
and global awareness are built into
much of our curriculum, and diverse
experiences are also part of the fabric
of student life. From campus-wide
efforts to student-led events, there's
no shortage of support, advocacy,
education, and fun." How true is this?
5) What suggestions do you have for the
Bryant at all levels (students, facuhy,
staff, administration, etc.) to make this
a more comfortable environment for
you and other students here?
6) Is there hope?
Below, you will find
personally
transcribed snippets of responses from
each interview.

Fatima Bamba
Gender: Female
Race/Ethnicity: Black/West African American/Ivorian American
Hometown: Harlem,New York
Year; Senior
Question 1: "The last two incidents are by no means isolated. In fact, my initial reaction to hearing about it was 'oh, normal stuff, standard stuff.' Race and racism at Bryant is not
shocking or surprising. It is not different from other PWIs. It operates the same, it functions the same, the same kind of people go here. Bryant is not special."
Question 2: "Iam very well aware of the institutionaladversities and disadvantages that being black comes with. lam awareof my marginalization;Iam aware of theintersections thatI
sxist at. BecauseIam aware of these things,it doesn't make meany less confident in whoIam...Ifeel emotionally unsafe depending on whereIam and the group of people thatIam with.
But, to me this is just prep {for the real world]."
Question 3: "I find places of comfort on Bryant's campus in different crevices... There is the CD! and then there's myhome.Idon't mean that people don't smile at me or hold doors for
me, but if we're talking about acceptance, we have to acknowledge what that means... To me, acceptance means thatIwould be going to a school where the politics and theprocedures were
to my benefit, that they were meant for me, which they are not here."
Question 4: "You'll find opportunities to express yourselfthrough very strict mediums.You can doit in confined spaces, there's a limit to how colorfulyou canbe, it'spolitical,It's talked
down, you have to have permission,or you will be confined," "When you have a huge chunk of the Bryant population that is white, and hangs out with only white, and cares about white
and learns from white and will go out and work white and assume the white position, then what interest do they havein inclusion?"
Question 5: "Professors no longer get to pretend that the students they teach do not have lives outside of the classroom and do not come into those classrooms affected by the things
happening on campus... We need to be talking... I've had professors that are outright racist,misogynist, homophobic,islamophobia, anti-Semitic, and so they're a part of the issue too. A
ot of them perpetuate the same issues."
Question 6: "Students: Continue to be loud. Don't be uncomfortable making other people uncomfortable. Get comfortable in that. Bryant: Your administration needs to start
ooking black,it needs to start looking Latino, Asian, Arab, non-secular, non-Christian. Start there. Students should not leave Bryant without cultural competence, without an adequate
understanding of what white privilege is, what white supremacy is, what racism is, what misogyny is."
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Gender: Female
Race/Ethnicity: Black/African American
Hometown: Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Year: Junior
Question 1:"Yes. You just had someone finally speak up even after bein^
suppressed by the administration."
Question 2; "To be honest, the campus tensions for me have always
been extreme. There's always been tension. I've never not experienced a
microaggression on Bryant's campus. IVe never had a friend of color who
has not experiencedthat onBryant's campus too, so when people talk about
newly arising tensions, for me, this has always been here. Ithink It's just
reaching a peak."
Question 4: "Ihe terms diversity and Inclusion are used very loosely at
BryantIthink there are times where they allow for minority students to
share their experiences, butIthink it's always in controlled and monitored
spaces.Ican be honest, but not too honest... If I can't share my truth, ifI
can't share my story on this campus,if it*s always in a controlled space, then
that is not inclusivity."
Question 6: "I think there is hope as long as the students continue to
press the administration to do things about these issues. As long as we
inspire more conversations about real diversity and Inclusion on campus,
it could woris."

Matthew Caruso
Gender; Male
Race/Ethnicity: Black and White/African American andItalian
Hometown: Brockton,Massachusetts
Year: Sophomore
Question 1: "IheyVe always existed... Incidents like this have just never
been vocalized by students... Students don't want to be singled out because
it is a predominately whiteinstitution and they see people around them that
don't look like them, so they feel like they don't want to start any trouble
and stay silent."
Question 2: "I feel like there's a target on my back... I feel kind oJ
CHitcasted, as if the community is looking at me like they're waiting for me
loact <MJt inthe ways that my fellow peers have... I've definitely experiencei
coming up to me voicing their preconceived notions about me
of my race."
Question 3: "No andno."
'
Question 6: "I think that the only way that you can help people accept
these things is to have more people with different perspectives on campus,
tthiak diversity is key. Whether it's having new staff members or creating
new positions for diversity within administration... Also, the school needs
Ito educate the students and staff about race, race relations, and inclusivity,
and through this,Ithink we can be more hope to see changes at Bryant
Univer^."
Victoria AndradeFonseca
Gender: Female
Race/Bthnicity: Black/Cape ¥erdean
Hometown: Dartmouth, Massachusetts
Year; Freshman

*

Mattl^intett
- '
Gender Male
Race/Ethnicity: White
Hometown: Hamden, Connecticut
Year: Senior
_
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Question 2: "As a student, I just want to help ifIcan. Coming from abackground that is privileged and
not really facing much oppression,Iam just tryit^ to help out whereIcan. Also,Itry to learn more, whetlws
that be going to events and talking with people and learningtheir perspective."
Question 3: "Yes."
Question 4: "I remember someone said they felt gypped coming into Bryant because they saw photos
hat represented a lot of diversity, but then they came here and there wasn't a lot of it. The response to that
was we're trying to project what we're aspiring to be...Idon't think we are \rfiere we want to be yet but the
statement hopefully projects where we want to go... there isa b%push we can do to get a diversecommunity
here."
Question 5: "A lot of our population srt Bryant is stillfrom the same badkground, which is a white affluent
male studying finance, so opening the university up to more backgrounds and having more programs
centered around these issues is important." "The first speaker said noone should graduate without some s«r
of training,background, or class in diversity and inclusion. So buildingit into the curriculum couldhelp."
Anonymous
Gender: Female
Race/Ethnicity: White
Year Senior
Que tion 1: "I'ltt sure they've always existed, but these are the ones tl»t have been brought to surface
Once one person speaks out about it,it gives other people the confidence to talk about it. It's all about when
someone takes that initiative,"
"You can feela changein the environment of the school.Tensions arehigh. AndIfeellitein the past we've
bad a much more relaxed environment... butIdon't knowif that relaxation is a good or bad thing because it's
like things do need to be talked about and addressed but youcan still feel some sort of tension and anxiety.'*
Question 3: "Ho." _
Question 5: "Have everyone take a class along the lines of something like race and ethnicity, somt thing
where you're immersing yourself into that You can come here and not take a single class that will teach ycHi
anything about race anddifferent cultures, soIthink part ofit is just makingpeople learn about it."
"Everything that 1 have learned in the realm of race and racismhas been in classes that I'm not requir^
to take, andIlearn the most in those classes... If we can make things like GFOB and GFCL and GstewfUf
sessions mandatory,Ithink that something like this is far more important."
Question 6: "Ido think so inthe sense that there's aconversation started.It's unfortunate that such crappy
circumstances had to happen, but it is a step in theright directionfor some sort of positive movement
Chris Albino
Gender; Male
Race/Ethnicity: Afro-Latino/Dominican/Puerto Rican
Hometown: Boston,Massachusetts
Year: Junior
Question 2: "I feellike the tension has always been there. There's always been the sense that you have tc
watch what you say and watch what you do, but that is something that minorities just have to face on a drfy
basis. These two incidents definitely added some flame the fire... At first, Ihad a feeling of disappointment
specifically with the emails that were sent that just weren't sufficient enough. It seemed like Bryant ju^
wanted to getit over with; it's like they wanted to addressit to say that they addressed it andthen move on:
Question 3: "I feel accepted to an extent. A lot of people say things just so they don't have to have these
conversations. SometimesIfeel accepted,butIdon't how muchor how real the acceptance is."
"There's a quote thatIlike which goes 'diversity is inviting someone to a dance, but inclusion is actually
asking someone to dance with you at the party.' You canpreach diversity,but if you're not doinganything to
make them feel actiwly accepted on campus, what's the point?,,.Ifound my safe space in the CDI, butIhmi
to be the one to reach out... Students need to feel included beyond just havinga diverse campus."
Question 5: "We need more events that have to do with diversity and inclusion that are mandatory to
attend. They have to go beyond extra credit,,. People left [the event with Dr. Greenfield] feeling more op«ffl
and comfortablebecause they were aMe to share their stories. Being able to feel that sense of community is
something that we need, especially in times of great unrest."

Questiot|^l: "I know there has been a history of microaggressions
happening on campus continuously, I just feel like it has become more
prominent because this year the individuals that this happened to have
chosen to speak up."
Question 3; "I don't really know. After the first incidant I was very
uncomfortable knowing that there arepeople thatthink this type ofbehavior
and language areokay andthat the administration tries to Just pushit under
the rug. After the secondincident,it made me feel even more uneasy because
of what people were sayingon social media and their actions."
Question 4: "I think that it's made to look like it's true. But again,
people at these events are always the same groups of people: the students in
Isabel Barbosa
MSU, the students who are always in the ICC. There are not many people
Gender: Female
other than people considered multicultural students on Bryant's campus or
Race/Ethnicity:
Black/Cape Verdean
^;
their allies, so it's not like a campus-wide thing." "I feel like they're trying to
Hometown: Lincoln,Rhode Mand
live by the statement, butIthink they can try a lot harder."
Year: Senior
Question 6: "I believe that there is, especially with the appointment ol
Dr. KevinMartin's intohis new role.Ifeel likeit canreally promote change
Question 1: "They've always existed, but people were not as comfortable bringing them up to the piAlic,
and forces issues to be talked about that were previously pushed under the
Iwould hear what would happen to friends or acquaintances, but they would talk al^ut it with their friends
nig."
and advisors who they felt comfortable with. These incidents have always been happening, but now they've
been put on a platform."
Declan Burt
Question 2; "It'suncomfortable...Ifind myself second gue^ingmy relationships with people orIkind o
Gender: Male
do
a
double tdsewhen I'm interacting with certain people tecause fmnoticing micro^pressions alot more.'
Race/Ethnicity: White/Canadian
Question 3: "Yes, butIthink thatIhave to bemore cautious or wary ofmy actions because people might
Hometown: Allston, Massachusetts
take things a certain way 'because I'm a person of cdior.' I'mnot necessarily being looked at differently, butI
Year: Sophomore
feel like if it gets brought upin a class, people expect you to say somethtr^ because you're a student of color,
So
it's more discomfort thaffl acceptance,"
Question I: "I see these events happening consistently on campus with
Question 4: "I would say this is somewhat true in a very smallpart. Certain areas of this campus are very
my friends of color.Isee the way I'm treated versus the way they're treated
It's as smdU as walking into a room and the look people give them to as big ijpen and accepting and odebratory of culture and diversity, but It's not the main mission of other places.
At the CDI, that's the number one mission here, but in other areas,if anything about diversity comes up, it's
as people actually usingracial slurs."
not
the space... I think Bryant is trying to live up to that but wWb the population on this campus, they're
Question 4: "I tliink when you're actually here and live the day to day
those are not the things they strive to do... It says you can express yourself definitely not achievingit as much as they would like to. People willsay '1love allpeople,' but then they won't
freely, but Quinton was suppressed by the administration... It says its a attend all of the [MSU andISO] events to actually go out and meet allof these people."
Question 5: "They need to listen to the students and put the students first. We're the reason why this
welcoming campus, but my Mends were not welcome at a party becaus^J
school
is making money. The students matter. I think everyone from the Board of Trustees down to the
their skin color.... 1 was recently in a class where a professor used the teSi
faculty
and staff^ need to pay attention to how we're feeling." "Generations to come are so much more open
'gang violence' to refer to the students of color involved in the most recent
and are changing the game for this world and if upper administration isn't jpaying attention to that am:
incident,"!
dring people that are accepting and understanding of that, then they're going to be so behind and will
Question 5: "I think it all starts with education. The same types of
find
themselves in these situations even more. Tihey need to hire people that are representative or at least
people from the same areas are always coming to this school. We have many
knowledgeable
in those areas."
core eurricuias why can't a mandatory core class be on African American
Question 6: "I think we still have a long way to go, batIthink it's the people that are trying and want to
history? White people also need to learn how they can do their part. They
are not comfortable with stating their beliefs because they're not educated make a change that will. Even though I'm not going to be hereanym<»re,Iwant to support the people that ar«
mou^ on the subject. Classes will create a higher comfort level which will trying tomake changes as much asIcan so people after me caon feel the effects of this,"
cre«rteA<iiange."
Quezon 6: "Although people might not say {racisti things, if they are
thinking (racist) things, it's just as bad. Tochange someone's complete point
of viewis going to takea lot more than thatfa forum].Bryant needs to assist
In student development where diversity andinclusion are concerned It takes
work, so Bryant needs to do the wotfc."
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Continued from pages W& 11
To students reading this,I urge you to
stay vocal. Your voices are so much more
important than you think, andeven though
these conversations are uncomfortable,
they are necessary. You cannot create an
inclusive space for everyone if you are not
acknowledging the experiences of those
that are different from you as valid and
working to help them feel accepted. If you
feel unable to do so, please educate yourself
and push for the administration to do the
same. Many students in these interviews
proposed the implementation ofmandatory
classes about topics of race, gender, class,
and sexuality. Push for these things.
To faculty members, for those of you
who have been allies and have supported us,
thank you.If you are a faculty member who
specializes intopics of this nature, please try
to educate your colleagues. As we have seen
from some of these interviews, students
have experienced racial bias from feculty
as well. Education is a process, as you well
know in your profession, so please don't

give up hope on educating your colleagues.
If youbelieve you may be a faculty member
who has work to do, that is certainly okay.
As long as you acknowledge that and do the
work.
To the administration and the Board of
Trustees, I strongly urge you to consider
what the students in these interviews have
said. They have openly discussed their
experiences and have made important
suggestions about what you can consider
doing moving forward. The student
population should be the most important,
so their concerns are worthpaying attention
to in order to help Bryant University.
Although there is a long journey
awaiting ahead, it is important that we
remain optimistic. Let's work together to
embrace Bryant University's newfound
commitment to inclusive excellence so
that we can become, as president Machtley
expressed, "a community where all feel
embraced and celebrated." The long journey
of hope has begun.

What's wrong with
football culture?
S*

Ford Field (Getty Images)

Tyler Gould
Contributing Wrtler
After watching the NFL draft, football
is back on everyone's mind. Although when
most of us think of football we think of
positives, there arenegatives that come from
the sport as well. Predominately within the
past two decades, football has been plagued
with various instances of crime that has
ruined the way many view the sport. Some
have even threatened to boycott the NFL
due to the recent inefficiencies in dealing
with player mishaps.
Most recently, Kareem Hunt's domestic
violence case and Tyreek Hill's child
abuse case have taken over the news, and
seriously hurt the image of Kansas City
football. Many argue, including myself,
the crimes that Kareem Hunt and Tyreek
hill committed offienses will forever taint
the way that Kansas City football will be
viewed. Interviews of Kansas City residents
refusing to go back to Arrowhead Stadium
would support the claim that the culture in
KC is a mess.
This issue however is not solely an issue
in Kansas City. Already in 2019, there have
been 9 arrests ofNFL athletes. That maynot
sound like an astonishingly high number,
but considering the small sample size of the
NFL, 9 arrests is significant.In my opinion,
there are many ways that these problems
can be fixed, or at least reduced.
One possible solutionis that players who
commit major crimes like these should not
be given a second chance to come back and
play in the league. In any other job a crime
such as: sexual assault or child abuse would
result in your termination, so in football,
why should it be any different.

Going along with that, the league
often only suspends the player for a couple
games for crimes like these, leaving the
responsibility to coaches and general
managers to ethically deal with these issues
after the suspension. Kareem Hunt is a
prime example of when this can get a little
iffy. Even though he was such a great talent
it should have been the responsibility of
all teams to leave him on the market after
he was cut, and not sign him back into the
league.
The signing of Kareem Hunt by the
Browns essentially ruined the point of
Kansas City dropping him. Although some
would argue that it is good that he is getting
a second chance,Ibelieve that you shouldn't
be allowed to just get one free pass to do
anything. Players will be hindered from
committing these nauseating crimes if they
know that if it happens even once, there is
no second chance.
Another possible solution to this issue is
the importance for coaches to draft players
who have high emotional intelligence
along with their high talent. This will help
teams run more efficiently by eliminating
the distractions that are brought upon by
crimes committedby teammates. This is the
ideology that has created so much success
in New England. Bill Belichick has created
a system that eliminates outside distraction
by drafting players with high emotional
stability.
Looking forward into the future the
NFL needs to enforce stricter penalties for
crimes committed by their athletes. They
need to do this by enforcing permanent
bans for violent crimes, putting less of the
responsibility on the individual leagues and
more responsibility on the league.
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If Trump had been a
master builder Instead
of a malevolent tweeter
Walter Shapiro
MCT Campus

Imagine an alternative universe
where Donald Trump understands words
like "presidential" and "emotional selfcontrol." In that science fiction world, the
45th president's Tuesday meeting with
the Democratic congressional leadership
would have served as a model for his
entire administration.
In case you missed this rare moment
of calm and comity. Trump put tantrums
and tumult aside for 90 minutes to
discuss infrastructure. The result: an
agreement on the broad outlines of a $2
trillion plan to upgrade roads, bridges,
airports, broadband and probably Pony
Express relay stations.
Granted, this agreement in principle
(not a word normally associated with
Trump) is so airy thatit risks flying off the
printed page. From intense Republican
skepticism about paying for it on Capitol
Hill to pointed Democratic suggestions
about funding it by rolling back part of
the 2017 tax cuts, this deal probably has
a shorter shelf life than a Trump nuclear
accord with North Korea.
The funding questions have been
conveniently saved for a lateMay meeting,
which means that Tuesday was all cake
and no calories.But in thinking big about
infrastructure, Trump reportedly said,
according to Democrats at the White
House, "I would like to do something. It
may not be typically Republican."
In the federalism shell game that is
the American system, the states would
presumably ante up a good chunk
of the $2 trillion while politicians in
Washington would grab all the credit.
Of course, any D.C. discussion about
giving America a 21st-century (or even
late 20th-century) transportation system
immediately prompts abipartisan wave of
fiscal responsibility. Funny that talk of $1
trillion deficits never seems to dominate
the debate when Republicans are
voting for unfunded tax cuts and when
presidents of both parties are proposing
new foreign military adventures.
But bring up new domestic spending
(even when both Democrats and
Republicans admit the pressing need)
and suddenly both parties sound like
Mr. Micawber from "David Copperfield":
"Annual income twenty pounds, annual
expenditure twenty pounds ought and
six, result misery."
In truth, at a time of low interest
rates, making 30-year investments in
the American transportation system is
a prudent reason for borrowing. Greeneyeshade calculations on Capitol Hill
usually fail to take into account what
the money would be spent for. As a
result. Infrastructure Week is invariably
followed by Can't-Pay-For-It Week.
Returning to our alternate-universe
history of the Trump years, the New York
real estate hustler could have cemented
his reputation as a master builder as
soon as he moved from Trump Tower
to the Oval Office. Instead of launching

his self-defeating 2017 effort to repeal
Obamacare and dutifully following the
GOP party line on tax cuts. Trump could
have scrambled political orthodoxy by
moving toward the center with a massive
transportation plan that rivaled Dwight
Eisenhower's Interstate Highway System.
Construction may be one of the
few things that Trump actually thinks
about — aside from money and his own
underappreciated greatness.
In a February 2017 speech to the
nation's governors. Trump admitted
that he worried whenever he was driven
through the Lincoln andHolland tunnels
under the Hudson River between New
York and New Jersey. As Trump put it,
"Every timeI drive through,I say, 'Man,
I wonder how many people are hurt or
injured when they're driving at 40, 50
miles an hour through a tunnel and a tile
falls off-.'"
Sure, if Trump had, with the aid of
Democrats, passed an infrastructure
bill in early 2017, the president probably
would have figured out a scheme for his
sons to develop land at key highway offramps for luxury hotel-and-golf-course
complexes. But at least after two years,
the nation might have gotten something
tangible from Trump beyond deranged
tweets and a phantom border wall.
After
Tuesday's uncharacteristic
outbreak of smiles and handshakes,
some Democrats worried that any hint of
congressional cooperation with Trump
on infrastructure would fortify the
president as he is reeling from theMueller
report and its aftershocks.
Senate Minority Leader Chuck
Schumer tried to airbrush away these
concei-ris wheii he saidjTuesday, "We
can come up with some good'ideas on
infrastructure ... and the House and
the Senate can proceed on its oversight
responsibilities. The two are not mutually
exclusive."
A far better — and probably more
politically adroit answer — would be to
admit that Trump might briefly benefit
from passing an infrastructure bill with
decisive backing from the Democrats.
But far more important than partisan
political advantage is the notion that
the biggest beneficiaries would be all
Americans who have to drive, fly and
take mass transit.
Trump's political image is too set in
stone (andno,it's not thegranite onMount
Rushmore) to be significantly alteredby a
legislative victory on infrastructure. The
Democrats would also look selfish and
petulant if they refused a $2 trillion deal
that met most of their specifications.
Granted, cooperating with a president
that you despise is not the way the game
has been played on Capitol Hill in recent
years. Mitch McConnell's dismissal of
Barack Obama (and ultimately Merrick
Garland) is a model of scorched-earth
partisanship.
Maybe Democrats should all get
wristbands that read "WWMMD?" That
acronym stands for "What Would Mitch
McConnell Do?" And then, for the good
of country, they should do the opposite,
even ifit means cooperating with Trump.

The Opinion pages of the Archway feature the opinions of the identified columnists and writers, which are not
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Game of Thrones: Midseason Review
Thomas Maranian
Variety Editor

"What do we say to the God of Death?"
"Not today." (Gamespot)
Warning: Spoilers ahead!
With the final season of this epic fantasy television
show already three episodes underway, there are only
three episodes remaining. In a way, a lot has already
happened, while in another, not too much has transpired.
One war is over; another is yet to begin. The Night King
and his armies are dead. The Battle of Winterfell, which
took over 50 nights to film, spanned the course of a single
night. Despite three episodes already released, the main
focus has only been thisbattle, and for good reason. When
an enemy as powerful and mighty as Death itself reigns
strong in the shadows of night, eight seasons of suspense
and intrigue has felt a mere fortnight. Though, facing
Death has been a centralized theme of this series, and so
it is shocking and perhaps even a letdown that the armies
of the dead are truly gone. It is hard to believe that Cersel
Lannister and her armies, who now take the spotlight for
the second half of the season, will be force enough to even
come close to matching the terror and fear once instilled
by the Night King. It seems like she will likely be defeated
as well. On that note, it is quite disappointing to see that
with all the buildup given to such a powerful northern
threat, and all the mystery that engulfed the connection
between Bran Stark and the Night King, they are now to
be nothingmore than a shadow of thepast. There was such
great potential for an enemy as great as Death itself, and
now we are left with a living, not-so-frightful force like
Cersei Lannister. On a thematic level, nothing truly will
be able to match what the north faced. No amount of spite,
conniving ways, or betrayal will ever surpass what could
have come from the Night King's storyline. For him to
claim Westeros for himself and make the living another
part of his army would have made for an incredible end to
such a prestigious masterpiece. For him to turn the main
characters into White Walkers would have shaken up the
chessboard and made for enthralling development in the
final episodes. For him to win would have done something
very few literary or cinematic works have ever done. There
were even teases throughout the entirety of the show that
had us hoping for a final showdown between Jon Snow and
the Night King—one final battle, face to face, that would
have decided the fate of the Seven Kingdoms. Instead, the
Night King was killed in a most disappointing manner.
Arya Stark is perhaps one of the greatest fighters in
Westeros, at present, and she is truly a force to be reckoned
with, but for anyone to have killed an eight thousandyear-old ancient enemy with the toss and catch of a knife,
in such an easy fashion, does not do justice to our nowdead antagonist. Or is he dead? What makes the fantasy
genre so unique and potent is that the antagonists have
great potential, in addition to the protagonists. Here, we
get eight seasons worth of buildup, only to see such an
enemy defeated with one knife to the heart. Though it is
true that the Night King was never lured out like he was at
Winterfell, there is just a paltry level of justification for his
death. Game of Thrones has done a lot better in the past,
so this was quite a disappointment. Though knowing the
show, we can never really judge it until the season comes
to a close. Perhaps Cersei willbe more formidable than the
Night King,but it does not seemlikely. No character inthe
show will ever match the potential for what might have
been with the White Walkers and the army of the dead.
However, somethingto keep inmind, going forward,is that
there was once a vision Daenerys saw of King's Landing
being covered in snow and ash, alluding to the possibility
of the Night King making his way south. Perhaps Winter
is still on its way for the capital. The mystery of the Night

King and his White Walkers is the greatest in the show.It
may be that they will be back. There is evidence to support
the idea that the cycle of Winter comes and goes, and with
it, so too does a Night King—someone to lead the dead in
the shadow of night. So, we must ask: is the Night King
really dead? Perhaps someone will take his spot. Most of
all, what is completely disappointing is the fact that Arya
really did not even know about the Night King until the
start of this season. Jon Snow's mission, since the start
of the show, was to protect the realms of men and defeat
the threat that lived beyond the wall. Many times was he
confronted by the Night King, from Hardhome to Beyond
the Wall. Jon's fight has always been with the Night King.
It is truly aggravating that they did not have a showdown
to wrap up their war. For a character to have not even
known much about the Night King and be the one to kill
him is just outrageous. The show has failed, in terms of
writing. George R.R. Martin would be abashed.
On another note, questions immediately arose, scene
after scene. Why did the Night King not kill Jon when
he had the chance to, upon rising the dead in front of his
eyes? Why was Bran not worried about the Night King's
imminent approach? Why would Daenerys and Jon both
have gotten out, unscathed, when it seemed at least one
of them would die or be turned to a White Walker, a
new Night King, or even a Night Queen? What was Bran
looking at all the while until the Night King came into
the Godswood? Why were the White Walkers, who are
sentinels of the Night King, doing nothing all episode?
Why was Jon Snow, the spotlight of Thrones, not more
involved in the battle?
The Battle of Winterfell was, no doubt, epic.. Episode
three may havebeen one ofthe greatest in the show'shistory,
but with it came sacrifice and many a loss. Carnage and
bloodshed took hold of the near hour and a half episode. A
few of our beloved characters met their ends: Melisandre,
Theon, Lord Commander Edd, Beric Dondarrion, Lyanna
Mormont, Ser Jorah Mormont, the army of Dothraki
screamers, most Night's Watch Brothers, and countless
other northern troops. 10,000 Dothraki are dead, 8,000
Unsullied are dead, 7000 Westerosi Knights and infantry
are dead, and a few hundred other commoners in the
crypts are dead! At least 25,000 are dead! And what about
Ghost? It was not clear whether he survived. You can
never really know if anyone dies in this show unless they
show the characters' last breaths. So, it is also possible
some of the armies' troops have survived. One can only
hope. Daenerys's dragons all took hard beatings. Drogon
appears to have survived, Viserion is gone for good, and
Rhaegal took a hard landing when he came crashing
down into the walls of Winterfell. Some of the deaths were
heart-piercing and quite tragic, but it was to be expected
that loss would ensue. Honestly, the show did a pretty
poor job of the death scenes. They did not leave as great
an impact as they have before, but then again, this is to
be expected since the characters that died were "mainish"
but not main. Besides a few exceptions, no war that was
ever fought throughout history experienced a zero-death
count. Thrones stays true to that aspect of history, at least.
It also makes for a much more interesting conclusion, now
that the remaining characters have to cope with such great
loss. Even so, it seemed like a lot of the main characters
survived. One can only wonder why Game of Thrones was
not crueler, as it has been before. It seems as though they
are continuing their new tradition of tailoring to the fans
and keeping nearly all of the main characters alive. George
R.R. Martin will not be pleased.In terms ofhis remaining
two books, there is no doubt things will play out much
differently than what was seen on screen.
The return of Melisandre was rather opportune.
We had seen her mystical abilities in the past, with the
resurrecting of Jon Snow, and now, she set fire to ice
and lit up the night. The last scene showed that with her
purpose now fulfilled, she could die in peace. The red
priestess of the Lord of Light demonstrated her vital role
in the war yet again. As awesome as her return was, it
seemed questionable that she would venture to the gates
of Winterfell from the same direction that the army of the
dead was coming from. On that note, the Dothraki charge
on the dead was plain foolish. No medievalist is going to
be happy with that calamity.
Episode three, from start to finish, put us on the edge
of our seats, anxious to see what will happen next. The
Battle of Winterfell is now over, though, and the Battle of
Westeros is about ready to begin again. The Targaryens
and Starks have rallied together, as was becoming of the
series, and now they will face a new, familiar enemy. With
what armies remain, Daenerys is still thirsty for blood—
Cersei's blood. Perhaps one of them is to become the Mad
Queen after all. Perhaps Dany is the true enemy, and
all this time when people thought she was the best one

coming for the Iron Throne, she was really the enemy. It
willbe quiteinteresting to see whether Jon is willing to join
her on her final conquest, or if he is reluctant. The whole
dynamic between the lovers is in quite the predicament
now. As Jon's Targaryen ancestry is now revealed to Dany,
both seem to have a claim to the Iron Throne, though Jon's
is more dominant because he is the male heir.But does Jon
Snow even want the throne? A lot of buildup points to the
answer of no, but as befits his character, he very well may
sit the throne by show's end. Jon always does what he does
not want to do, regardless of his thoughts on the matter,
and is, countless times over, faced with near-impossible
decisions. He never wanted power, according to the show.
He never wanted a claim to the Iron Throne, it seemed and
still seems. But he is also a character who does what needs
to be done,because of his honor—though with Ned Stark's
memory now tarnished by his secret, Jon may be reborn
yet again as a new version of himself, and one who gives up
that honor. More questions arise. Will Jon tell the others
of his origin and his claim to the throne? Will Daenerys?
Will Bran? Will Daenerys be willing to give up her claim
in order to put him on the throne, if it means peace? Will
she even survive to see herself or he sit the throne? Will
her entire, lifelong mission fall short of success? When
you play the game of thrones, you win, or you die. Much
evidence points to the idea that only one will sit the
throne. On the other hand,it is possible the throne will be
destroyed and forgotten, and each of the Kingdoms will
rule on their own. There is only one way to find out.
It is quiteintriguing that theknife once usedto attempt
assassination on Bran, back in season one, was the same
knife that Bran was gifted by Littlefinger, and the same
knife Bran gifts to Arya, who then saves Bran with said
knife by killing theNight King. Seeing the dagger take its
journey across Westeros and time and into the hands of
the girl who saved Westeros is riveting and remarkable,
in some respects. This goes to show the magnificence of
this fantasy epic, and that even nonhuman aspects of the
show are given sentimental value. And so, these questions
must be asked: Did Bran know Arya would killthe Night
King? Could he see it all this time? It is quite coincidental
that in the same spot Bran gifted Arya the knife, she killed
the Night King.
Sansa and Tyrion survived the onslaught that ensued
in the crypts. But with that survival came a loss of hope
for Sansa. Tyrion, however, played his usual, frightful,
yet daring approach, whereby he wanted to fight to show
off his valor but resolved to stay with his former wife. For
a would-be Queen in the North, Sansa did not make a
speech to her people or try to comfort them in any way.
Instead, she announced their defeat well ahead of time.
Oh Sansa, if only you saw your little sister in action...
Going forward, Sansa definitely has to make amends for
her despair, otherwise it is unlikely she will ever rule.
As we go forward, Tyrion and Jaime have survived.
With the prophecy of the Valonqar—little brother—being
the one to kill Cersei, that leaves it up for grabs as to who
will get the job done. Although Cerseiis on Arya's list,it is
hard to believe she will kill Cersei since she already killed
the Night King. Plus, Maggy the Frog has never been
wrong about Cersei in her prophecies. Perhaps Cersei will
kill one of her brothers and the other will killher. We can
only predict, for now. Keep in mind that both Tyrion and
Jaime are younger than her, so both are viable candidates
to fulfill the prophecy.
In terms of the first two episodes of this season,
well, really, they could have been combined into one.
Thus far this season, there have been a lot of scenes that
are questionable to have included when a more pressing
matter is at hand. Even the beginning of episode three was
a bit too drawn out when it did not really need to be. With
only six episodes in season 8, there is no time or room for
filler content or any sort of fan-pleasing wrap-ups. It was
necessary to have a period of stasis at the beginning of this
season, but two episodes worth kind of strayed away from
what could have been, as well as what could have been
reduced to one episode, so as to save more screen time for
war and what comes next. The fine line between the books
and show is this: the books allow readers to fully immerse
in every little thing that goes on, getting inside everyone's
head and seeing the world from their perspective, while
the show depicts the big scenes and the major plot points.
The scenes in episodes one and two of this season seemed
as though the directors forced what would have come
from books into production when really, they did not need
to have 120 minutes' worth of it. One can only hope the
last three episodes do the show justice, more so than it did
for the Night King. Game of Thrones, the show, hasproven
its worth and its magnificence, time and time again, in
previous seasons, so it cannot afford to disappoint now,
any more than episode three may have.
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Continued from previous page!
One can also only hope that dear George R.R. Martin the same in his books. And therefore, for the purposes of
takes a different approach with the final two books yet to the books, it is far more likely the threat of Winter and
release, which it is almost certain he will. As epic as the Death will not stop where it did in the show. It probably
show is, the books do a tremendous job with character will not even play out how it did at Winterfell, in the show.
plotlines, theme, and development throughout the course Then again, and even so, the last of Winter may yet remain
of the timeline. A great number of fans have claimed the to be seen, for the show.
books are far superior. That is generally how it goes when
Overall, episode three was downright prodigious. The
books are turned to shows or movies. For those of us who scenes were gorgeous, the characters were so alive, and
have read the books, we know of where the show went everything shapes up quite interestingly for the remainder
astray, as well as what alterations were made. The directors of the season. For those of us who thoroughly enjoyedhow
of the show have claimed they did not particularly know the Night King was defeated, then smooth sailing is ahead.
who would be the one to kill the Night King,but only that But for those of us who were disappointed by the sudden
they wanted him to die. That is not to say Martin will do death of one of the most profound antagonists in all of

literary and cinematic history, Cersei Lannister's last bout
will not nearly match what could have been done with the
Night King's plotline.
In terms ofthe season so far, all that reallyhas occurred
is the Battle of Winterfell, and thus is why this review has
mainly been about episode three. And of course, we now
have Ser Brienne of Tarth. That was quite well done and
chivalrous on Kingslayer's part. It will come as a surprise
if the two of them do not marry by show's end. Anyways,
there are three more episodes to come. Perhaps Winter is
still coming, for Cersei at least...
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P When you save water,
A it saves you back,
p When you refuse
p to reuse, it's the
Earth you abuse.
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1Save the Earth.
iWe have nowhere
else to go.
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CRAZY SRACE FACTS
There exists an area so large, humans
just called it "space",
A whole ocean and a frioon is needed
to erase your footstep in the sand of a
beach
When you're watching the sunset,
someone on the other side of the earth
is watching the same sun rise.
When you're watching the night sky you
don't see a single moment in the
universe but a patchwork of billions of
years «n breadth because not all star
light is the sarTie age
You're as old as the universe because
matter can't be created or destroyed.
Your shadow exists because light
traveled nearly 93 million miles unob
structed, only to be blocked by you a
few feet away from the ground.
We named our galaxy after
the secretion off a cow's udder.
You can never be in the same physical
.place twice because our galaxy moves
through space.
Every year, all people collectively
experience more years than the
earth has existed.
*
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